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Threema Takes Secure   
Messaging to the Next Level 

Asymmetric, end-to-end encryption effectively caps communication on 
text messaging, chats, photo and video, group chats and GPS location so 
that all transmissions are secure.  An additional encryption layer providing 
Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) ensures that the meta data (information 
regarding who communicates with whom) cannot be intercepted during 
transport. This prevents eavesdropping. Once a missive is successfully 
sent, the server deletes it, both confirming its delivery and maintaining 
confidentiality.  Contact lists are verified and integrated so that unidentified 
callers or third party communication is inhibited. 

The app also allows users to adjust their USB storage capacity and extend 
functionality by adding plug-ins and local files are also encrypted. The 
user-friendly interface makes it simple to add or remove accounts, modify 
contact lists and activate address book synchronization, all while closely 
preserving personal information.   

Threema Offers Secure and Easy Communication on  
Android* Tablets

Now mobile device users can convey their private information and  
expression with this elastic and powerfully protected tool.  The lightweight 
design and responsiveness of these tablets allow for hours of functionality  
and coupled with the Threema app facilitates fast, secure messaging 
through a variety of mediums.   

Now Optimized for Intel® Atom™ Processor-based Tablets for Android* 
 
Everyone wants their communication to be protected, but most users don’t know that they are vulnerable in the      
first place.  The Threema mobile messaging application solves the unseen privacy problem for users before they    
encounter it.  Newly optimized for Intel® Atom Processor-based tablets for Android*, this revolutionary app offers 
extensive protection for a wide range of mobile mediums.   

Features of Threema for 
Intel Atom Tablets for      
Android*
  
  • Asymmetrical, End-to-end 
     Encryption
  • Secure transmission with Chat, 
     Group Chat, Video, Photo and 
     GPS Location
  • Optional Address Book Sync
  • Contact Verification and
     Integration
  • Chat anonymously, if you like



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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The Next Step in Secure Transmission for Tablet Users  

The Threema messaging application offers Android* users a new level of protection and assurance on guarding   
their personal communication and data.  Enabling intuitive, efficient and secure communication in a sleek, portable 
platform, Threema presents an enhanced voice, texting and chatting experience with added confidentiality.

Threema is available for immediate download on Google Play. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ch.threema.app 


